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OCTOBER 24th, 2015 Class 

Little obvious who was taking the Basic CCH Class and who was in the Advanced 
CCW Class. The folks with the rain jacket on were in the rain all day in the 

Advanced Class. And our hats go off with those that did. 

 
GOOD TURNOUT FOR OCT. 24th, 2015 CLASS 

The weather was not fitting to be on the range all day but those six dedicated and 
well-disciplined men, three from Minden and three from Claiborne parish, braved 

the off and on rain showers and stuck it out all day in the Advanced CCW calls Oct. 
24th. Three reputable ladies received a little “one on one” training and went through 
the Basic CCH class the same day. The good Lord knew when they hit the range as 

the rain shut off for them. We enjoyed those in both classes as we hope they did too. 
We do not want to forget to thank David & Barbara Hood for providing the fine 
hamburger and hot dog lunch with all the sides for this class. Everyone had plenty 

to eat. Thanks again to David & Barbara. Our next Basic CCH and Advanced Class 
is set for Dec. 5th, the first Saturday in December. This will be Golden Eagle 

Training & Safety, LLC’s last class for year 2015 and starting next year our class  
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tuition goes up to $77. A fifth teen dollar increase but still the cheapest in this 
region and the best training for that cost. Pass the word around and tell the ones 
you may know that may be interested to get registered for the Dec. 5th class.  

 
CARRYING CONCEALED CONCERNS  

Since our September newsletter, a lot has happened in our country and across the 
world. The college mass shooting in Roseburg, OE that killed 10 and injured many 

more happened on Oct. 1st. A subject with a knife 8-10 inches long seriously injured 
four on a college campus in Santa Clara, CA. He would of injured more or possibly 
killed someone but he was shot by Campus Police. In Chicago, IL, a state with the 

strictest gun laws, a person carrying concealed shot and killed someone trying to 
hold up a store. And on Nov. 14th, over a hundred and twenty were killed and over a 
hundred were injured as France experienced their worst terror attack in history.  

Now what we are about to say does not in any way say that we are backing this 
person or support his parade for President of the United States but on Nov. 16th, 

this 2016 Presidential candidate stated in a speech, “Nobody had guns but the bad 
guys. The victims should of had guns.” Let’s go back a little further in time, July 
20th, 2012, Aurora, CA, 12 are killed and numerous injured by an armed idiot as 

they sat inside a movie theater. June 17th of this year, nine are killed while 
attending church in Charleston, SC. Thirty seven days later, two are killed by an 

armed nut in a Lafayette, LA movie theater. His life was taken not by anyone else, 
but by himself. Now let's take what that candidate for 2016 Presidential race said, 
“Nobody had guns but the bad guys. Victims should have had guns.” What if, what 

if someone did have a gun in these just mentioned incidents? Just like the citizen in 
Chicago, IL had a carrying concealed permit and shot the robber. What if someone 
or even better what if more than one had a concealed handgun in Aurora, CO? Or 

Charleston, SC? Or Lafayette, LA? Does anyone remember in their school days when 
they played a game called Dodge Ball? You line up a few against wall and then line 

up more behind a line with those soft rubber balls and they threw them as hard 
they could to hit you, but you couldn't throw back? What kind of game would that 
of been and yes we even played this, when you had rubber balls to throw back at 

them? Was an entirely different game when you threw balls back at them. The 
outcome would have been different in all of these deadly incidents if someone was 
throwing lead back at them. You can't convince us that if one person had a 

concealed handgun and elected to use it in any one of these incidents the number 
that died would be the same as it was. No, no way can you prove it to us that 12 

would of still died in Auroa, CO. Or nine in Charleston, SC. Or even two in Lafayette, 
LA. Certainly not ten in Roseburg, OE on that college campus. What happened in 
France may be happening here in the good ‘ole USA and carrying concealed can 

have an effect on the outcome.   
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ACTIVE DUTY MILITARY 
As other CCH agencies are now doing, we have also started allowing anyone who is 
currently active duty military free tuition to our Basic CCH Classes. Although any 
one in that status may not need the class, if they have fulfilled the training 

requirement while with the military, those that do not and are wanting to attend 
the class to apply for a LA CC permit, they will be our guest and can attend the 
class without paying registration fee. We are not only grateful for our country’s 

Veterans sacrifice and service but also for our country’s active military personnel. 
We asked all of you never pass up an opportunity to thank a Vet or our active 

military individuals but also thank those that are your local public safety and law 
enforcement personnel for their sacrifice. 
 

 

 
 
 

Enjoy the rest of November, Have a safe and happy 

Thanksgiving and remember to always carry concealed legally 
and most of all; Stay Safe! 
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